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How would you describe your business’s performance over the last 6 months? | Indexed vs Q2 2018

29%
Ahead of 

expectations

(+7 p.p)

42%
In line with 

expectations

(-5 p.p)

29%
Below 

expectations

(-2 p.p)

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 

Market Context

The World Cup and the hot weather over the summer has 
provided a short term boost to business performance
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How optimistic are you about the prospects of the eating and drinking out market over the 

next 12 months?

Feb-12 Feb-13 Feb-14 Feb-15 Feb-16 Jul-16 Nov-16 Feb-17 May-17 Aug-17 Nov-17 Feb-18 May-18 Jul-18

General market 52% 53% 86% 93% 74% 15% 36% 47% 43% 34% 30% 34% 47% 36%

Own business 70% 82% 90% 91% 83% 24% 61% 68% 66% 66% 52% 64% 75% 67%
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CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 

Market Context

However, with Brexit looming Business Leaders are 
growing pessimistic around the prospects of the market
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With Brexit fast approaching, how well prepared do you feel your business is? | Proportion 

stating ‘ready to go’ or ‘ well prepared’

17%
National spread

29%
Predominantly within the 

M25

22%
Predominantly outside 

the M25

Those with outlets across the UK are feeling less prepared 
for Brexit in comparison to those with outlets mainly in 
London

Market Context

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 
Presented by CGA



31%
Proportion of leaders saying ‘under 

prepared’ or ‘not prepared at all’

Food-led

Drink-led

43%

10%

With Brexit fast approaching, how well prepared do you feel your business is?

Market Context

There is a marked difference between food and drink led 
businesses and how prepared they feel for Brexit

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 
Presented by CGA



Why are you pessimistic?

“

”

It looks as if we are going to have 

a disastrous Brexit.

Consumer confidence is likely to 
take a serious hit as fears around 

interest rate rise impacts take hold 
and Brexit realities set in.

Brexit uncertainties will 

weigh on consumer 

confidence.

Brexit. Political and economic uncertainty. 

Interest rates rises.

Brexit uncertainty is massively 

damaging corporate spend and 

household confidence.

Market Context

Many fear consumer confidence will be damaged within 
the ongoing wider market context  

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 
Presented by CGA



Which of the following have already had an effect on your business, or do you anticipate having an effect on your 

business in the run up to Brexit? 

62%Already had an 

effect

Anticipate having 

an effect 33%

53%

37%

Increase in the cost of raw 

materials & ingredients

Increased costs of 

imported goods 

Market Context

This is unsurprising as concerns around increased costs of 
goods and ingredients are key areas where effects have 
already been felt

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 
Presented by CGA



27%
Invested in local 

food and drink 

suppliers

Which of the following have you done in light of preparing for Brexit?

15%
Changed food 

supplier

9%
Changed drinks 

supplier

Market Context

Those who have been preparing for Brexit have been 
proactively looking to new suppliers to negate potential 
difficulties

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 
Presented by CGA



64%
Predominantly within the M25

78%
Predominantly outside the M25

Looking forward, how optimistic are you about your business prospects over the next six months? | 

Proportion stating ‘very’ or ‘fairly optimistic’

Market Context

Optimism for the next 6 months is higher among Business 
Leaders who operate predominantly outside the M25

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 
Presented by CGA
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Has the market 

reached peak food?
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Total sites 

Jun 2018

119,800

Vs. Jun 2017

-2.5%

Market Growth Monitor, September 2018

Has the market reached peak food?

The On-Trade market continues to contract, with a year 
on year decline of 2.5%

Presented by CGA
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46.3%
Increase in managed, 

branded restaurants 

since June 2013

2.9%
Increase in managed, 

branded restaurants 

since June 2017

Presented by CGA Market Growth Monitor, September 2018

Has the market reached peak food?

From a managed restaurant perspective we are seeing 
growth slow down year on year 



Jul-15 Oct-15 Feb-16 Apr-16 Jul-16 Oct-16 Feb-17 Apr-17 Jul-17 Oct-17 Feb-18 Apr-18 Jul-18

Drink 32% 33% 35% 29% 33% 33% 29% 32% 32% 32% 30% 32% 32%

Eat 43% 40% 44% 38% 46% 41% 39% 47% 47% 47% 47% 45% 47%
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Drink Eat

Proportion of consumers who drink or eat out at least weekly trended over time

Has the market reached peak food?

Consumer demand has not increased, despite an increase 
in supply

CGA BrandTrackPresented by CGA



Has the market reached peak food?

Offering support in developing menus which cater for 
what consumers want is essential

[16]

How important are the following when choosing a meal out of home? | Very important and important 

CGA BrandTrack, Oct 2018Presented by CGA

Fit the requirements for 

slimming club 

Do not contain much meat 

as I am trying to reduce my 

meat consumption 

Are balanced with protein, 

carbs and vegetables 

Are fresh and unprocessed 

22% 29% 47% 73%
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Opportunities within the 

Out of Home Market
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Opportunities in the Market

Two key opportunities in the market for frozen food 
suppliers include omnichannel and delivery 

Omnichannel Delivery

Presented by CGA



Why are you optimistic?

CGA Business Confidence Survey Q3 2018 

“

”

I think there is still room for good operators with 

fresh, well-run concepts.

The power of socialising and FOMO is still strong 

amongst the core demographic and given the 

right offering there will still be ample opportunity 

to thrive.

Won't be easy but a greater focus on standing out from 

the crowd, customer satisfaction and business 

efficiencies will help some businesses to shine. 

I think we have a great product in the industry and 

people will still want the entertainment factor of going 

out and trying new stuff.

There is a re-balancing of the 

market currently and those with a 

strong and clear proposition who 

execute well have an opportunity. 

Opportunities in the Market

With challenges comes opportunity…
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Opportunities in the Market

Consumers are seeking new, exciting experiences and are 
increasingly drawn to third space and pop-up venues

CGA Consumer Panel, Sept 2018

Music festival Street food/drink 

event

Organised 

rooftop party

Ticketed indoor 

large venue 

event

Underground/

independent 

event

% of consumers 

who attended in 

2018 30% 28% 22% 22% 18%

Presented by CGA

Events visited by consumers in the past year
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50%
Of Business leaders who are suppliers had 

festivals and other events as a top-three

marketing target for 2018.

Presented by CGA CGA UK Hospitality Future Shock Report Issue Four



Opportunities in the Market

Business leaders predict innovative and interactive events 
as the place to attract new consumers

[22]

48%

33% 33%
31%

Tasting activities Street food/pop-ups Meet-the-brewer Live Music

CGA UK Hospitality Future Shock Report Issue FourPresented by CGA

Top Experiential Mechanics Business Leaders Are Considering
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Omnichannel Delivery

Presented by CGA

Opportunities in the Market

Two key opportunities in the market for frozen food 
suppliers include omnichannel and delivery 
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27.3 million 
GB consumers have ordered food 

delivery in the last 6 months

Presented by CGA CGA Zonal Go Technology Report



Opportunities in the Market

The majority of consumers who get delivery believe it is 
as good as or better than eating in, however there is still 
room for improvement

[25]Presented by CGA CGA Zonal Go Technology Report

61%
of frequent delivery consumers think the quality of

take-away/delivery food from chain restaurants is

better than or the same as in outlet



Opportunities in the Market

Suppliers can support operators in their delivery offer 
through thought leadership on how to ensure the food 
quality remains high 

[26]Presented by CGA CGA Zonal Go Technology Report

In which of the following areas do you think food delivery 

needs the most improvement?

43%

36%
34%

26%

19%
17%

The speed of delivery The temperature The cost of delivery The quality of food Presentation/

packaging of food

The overall service



39% 

[27]Presented by CGA CGA Zonal Go Technology Report

of consumers said they would order 

delivery from high street restaurants if 

these improvements were made



Opportunities in the Market

It is vital that operators and suppliers stay on top of and 
invest in new tech trends which will increase efficiency and 
quality for the consumer

[28]

40%

33%
29%

22%

17% 16% 15%

Own-website

delivery

GPS Tracking Mobile delivery

apps

Voice Ordering Cook-It-Yourself Drone delivery Driverless delivery

Presented by CGA CGA Zonal Go Technology Report

Which of the following technological advances in food delivery do you think you are most likely to see in the 

future?
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Key Take Outs
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Current Market Conditions

Confidence in the market has been significantly affected by Brexit and 

operators are taking steps to review their suppliers. Offering support to 

operators in these challenging times can help drive relationships.

Market Saturation

Growth in the restaurant market is slowing as saturation is being 

reached and there is an increase in competition. Helping operators to 

talk about ingredients in a positive way to consumers will help drive 

engagement.

Omnichannel

Both operators and suppliers are stepping outside their core market and 

differentiating. If this is done well it will drive brand engagement and 

increase touch points with consumers as they move through their 

lifecycles.

Food anywhere, anytime

The demand for delivery is evident and it is here to stay. It is essential for 

suppliers to drive thought leadership on how best to improve food quality 

and consistency, presentation and the best packaging to use.



Thank you

Contact Us

Learn more:

+44 (0) 161 476 8330

food@cga.co.uk www.cga.co.uk

Fiona Speakman– Client Director

Tel: +44 (0) 7847 353007

Email: fiona.speakman@cga.co.uk
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